We expand the applicability of the clausal resolution technique to the branching-time temporal logic ECTL þ . ECTL þ is strictly more expressive than the basic computation tree logic CTL and its extension, ECTL, as it allows Boolean combinations of fairness and single temporal operators. We show how any ECTL þ formula can be translated to a normal form the structure of which was initially defined for CTL and then used for ECTL. This enables us to apply to ECTL þ a resolution technique defined over the set of clauses. Both correctness of the method and complexity of the transformation procedure are given.
Introduction
CTL type branching-time temporal logics play a significant role in potential applications such as specification and verification of concurrent and distributed systems [9] . Two combinations of future time temporal operators } (Fsometime_) and j j
The main contribution of this paper is the formulation of the technique to translate ECTL þ formulae into SNF CTL and a proof of its correctness. The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we outline the syntax and semantics of ECTL þ and in section 3 we recall those properties of ECTL þ that are important for our analysis. In section 4 we review SNF CTL . Next, in section 5, we describe the main stages of the algorithm to translate an ECTL þ formula into SNF CTL , give details of rules invoked in this algorithm and provide the example transformation. The proof of the correctness of this transformation technique is given in section 6 and the proof of its complexity in section 7. Further, in section 8 we outline the temporal resolution method defined over SNF CTL and apply it to a set of SNF CTL clauses (previously obtained in section 5.3). Finally, in section 9, we draw conclusions and discuss future work.
Syntax and semantics of ECTL +

Syntax of ECTL þ
Since we utilize ECTL þ for the purposes of formal specification and verification, we define its language based upon the extended set of classical logic operatorŝ ; _; ); :, the set of future time temporal operators j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À (always), } (sometime), (next time), U (until) and W (unless) and path quantifiers A (on all future paths) and E (on some future path). This will also unify our presentation with the definition of the normal form (see section 4).
First, we fix a countable set, Prop ¼ x; y; z; . . . , of atomic propositions. In the syntax of ECTL þ , similar to CTL and ECTL, we distinguish state (S) and path (P) formulae, such that well formed formulae are state formulae. These are inductively defined below (where C is a formula of classical propositional logic) Definition 1 (Tree). A tree, T , is a pair ðS; RÞ, where S is a set of states and R S Â S is a relation between states of S such that Y s 0 2 S is a unique root node, i.e., there is no state s i 2 S such that Rðs i ; s 0 Þ; Y for every s i 2 S there exists s j 2 S such that Rðs i ; s j Þ; Y for every s i ; s j ; s k 2 S, if Rðs i ; s k Þ and Rðs j ; s k Þ then s i ¼ s j .
A path, 1 s i is a sequence of states s i ; s iþ1 ; s iþ2 . . . such that for all j U i, ðs j ; s jþ1 Þ 2 R. A path 1 s 0 is called a fullpath. Let X be a family of all fullpaths of T . Given a path 1 s i and a state s j 2 1 s i ; ði < jÞ we term a finite subsequence ½s i ; s j ¼ s i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j of 1 s i a prefix of a path 1 s i and an infinite sub-sequence s j ; s jþ1 ; s jþ2 ; . . . of 1 s i a suffix of a path 1 s i abbreviated Suf ð1 s i ; s j Þ.
Definition 2 (Countable ! ! !-tree). A countable !-tree, T ! , is a tree ðS; RÞ with the family of all fullpaths, X, which satisfies the following conditions:
Y each fullpath 1 2 X is isomorphic to natural numbers; Y every state s i 2 S has a countable number of successors. Y a tree ðS; RÞ is of at most countable branching.
In figure 1 we define a relation F _, which evaluates well-formed ECTL þ formulae at a state s i in a model M. This formula will serve in our example of the transformation towards SNF CTL in section 5.3.
Definition 4 (Satisfiability
Closure properties of ECTL + models. When trees are considered as models for distributed systems, paths through a tree are viewed as computations. The natural requirements for such models would be suffix and fusion closures. Following [8] , the former means that every suffix of a path is itself a path. The latter requires that a system, following the prefix of a computation , at any point s j 2 , is able to follow any computation % s j originating from s j .
Finally, we might require that Bif a system can follow a path arbitrarily long, then it can be followed forever'' [8] . This corresponds to limit closure property, meaning that for any fullpath s 0 and any paths % s j ; ' s k ; . . . such that s 0 has the prefix ½s 0 ; s j , % s j has the prefix ½s j ; s k , ' s k has the prefix ½s k ; s l , etc, and 0 < j < k < l, the following holds (see figure 2) : there exists an infinite path s 0 that is a limit of the prefixes ½s 0 ; s j ; ½s j ; s k ; ½s k ; s l ; . . . . A. Bolotov and A. Basukoski / A clausal resolution method for branching-time logic ECTL þ In our definition of an ECTL þ model structure M the set of fullpaths X is R-generable. Therefore, following [8] , it satisfies all three closure properties, i.e., it is suffix, fusion and limit closed.
Some useful features of ECTL +
Here we summarize those features of ECTL þ that are important in our analysis and, thus, will affect both the translation of ECTL þ formulae to the normal form and the clausal resolution method.
In the rest of the paper, let T abbreviate any unary and T 2 any binary temporal operator and P either of path quantifiers. Any formula of the type PT or PT 2 is called a basic CTL modality.
Proposition 1 (Negation Normal Form correctness). Given an ECTL
þ formula G and its Negation Normal Form NNF ECTL þ ðGÞ,
Given a CTL formula F, we will abbreviate the expression Fa state subformula F i with a path quantifier as its main operator_ by P-embedded subformula of F. Now for an ECTL þ formula F, we define a notion of the degree of nesting of its path quantifiers, denoted NðFÞ, as follows.
Definition 6 (Degree of path quantifier nesting).
Y if F is a purely classical formula then NðFÞ ¼ 0;
Emerson and Sistla [12] showed that by a continuous renaming of the Pembedded state subformulae any CTL* (hence ECTL þ ) formula F with NðFÞ > 2 can be transformed into
Next we recall some results on interpreting CTL-type branching time logics over so-called canonical models. We will formulate these general results in relation to the logic ECTL þ , noting that they cover all CTL-type logics, including CTL ? . Since underlying models for ECTL þ are countable ! trees, a state in such a model can have an infinite number of successor states. However, following [12] (Theorem 3.2), if a formula F is satisfiable in a CTL ? (hence ECTL þ ) model then it has a (finite) model, where each state has a branching degree r jFj (where r jFj is the length of F).
Definition 8 (Branching factor of a tree structure). Given the set K ¼ fk 1 ; k 2 ; . . . k n g, of the branching degrees of the states of a tree, the maximal k i ð1 r i r nÞ is called the branching factor of this tree.
Definition 9 (Labelled tree). Given a tree T ¼ ðS; RÞ (where S is a set of nodes and R is a set of edges) and a finite alphabet, AE, a AE-labelled tree is a structure ðT ; LÞ where L is a mapping S À! AE, which assigns for each state, element of S, some label, element of AE.
Observe that in section 2.2 we introduced the notion of satisfiability and validity of ECTL þ formulae in relation to hM; s 0 i. Now, let us, following [16] , call such a structure a tree interpretation.
Next we recall a notion of a k-ary tree canonical model which plays a fundamental role in our correctness argument. For these purposes, again following [16] and preserving its notation, we will look at tree interpretations as tree generators: the root of the tree is understood as an empty string, !, and the whole tree is seen as a result of unwinding of the root applying the successor function fðs; siÞjs 2 k ½ ? ; i 2 Kg, where k ½ ? ¼ S and siði 2 KÞ is a set of successors of a state s.
Definition 10 (Tree canonical interpretation). Let T ¼ ðS;
RÞ be a k-ary infinite tree such that k ½ denotes the set f1; . . . ; kg, of branching degrees of the states in S and
Prop is a function which assigns truth values to the atomic propositions in each state.
As it is stated in [16] , since in a canonical interpretation hð k ½ ? ; R; %Þ; !i, Bthe set of states, the initial state and the successor relation are all fixed they reduce to a function k
Prop , that is to a labelled tree over the alphabet 2 Prop ''. We will refer to this tree as a canonical model. Proposition 4 given below collects the results of [16] (Lemma 3.5, page 145).
Proposition 4 (Existence of a canonical model for ECTL + ). If an ECTL
þ formula F containing n (existential) path quantifiers has a model, then it has an ðn þ 1Þ-ary canonical model.
Thus, given an interpretation hM; s 0 i for an ECTL þ formula F, there exists an ðn þ 1Þ-ary canonical tree interpretation hM 0 ; !i, where n is the number of existential path quantifiers in F, such that F is satisfied in hM; s 0 i iff F is satisfied in hM 0 ; !i. These results were essentially used in the formulation of the transformation rule for the ECTL fairness constraint A } j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À [3, 4] . In this paper we will further extend their applicability in the transformation procedure for ECTL þ .
A. Bolotov and A. Basukoski / A clausal resolution method for branching-time logic ECTL þ 4. Normal form for ECTL + As a normal form for ECTL þ , similarly to ECTL, we utilise a clausal normal form, defined for the logic CTL, SNF CTL , which was developed in [2, 6] . The core idea of SNF CTL is to extract from a given formula the following three types of constraints. Initial constraints represent information relevant to the initial moment of time, the root of a tree.
Step constraints indicate what will happen at the successor state(s) given that some conditions are satisfied Fnow_. Finally, Sometime constraints keep track on any eventuality, again, given that some conditions are satisfied Fnow_. Therefore, similar to the linear-time case ( [14] ) an important part of the transformation procedure for ECTL þ formulae into SNF CTL is the removal of all other, Funwanted_ modalities A j j
Additionally, to preserve a specific path context during the translation, we incorporate indices.
Indices. The language for indices is based on the set of terms IND ¼ fhfi; hgi; hhi; hLCðfÞi; hLCðgÞi; hLCðhÞi . . .g where f; g; h . . . denote constants. Thus, EA hfi means that A holds on some path labelled as hfi. A designated type of indices in SNF CTL are indices of the type hLCðindÞi which represent a limit closure of prefixes associated with hindi. All formulae of SNF CTL of the type P ) E Q or P ) E}Q, where Q is a purely classical expression, are labelled with some index. Labelling clauses of the normal form by indices makes paths explicit and is related to the branching factor of the canonical model for the clauses and will be explained later.
The SNF CTL language is obtained from the ECTL þ language by omitting the U and W operators, and adding classically defined constants true and false, and a new operator, start (Fat the initial moment of time_) defined as
where each of the clauses P i ) F i is further restricted as below, each j ; p ; t ; v , i ; m ; r or is a literal, true or false and hindi 2 IND is some index.
Interpreting SNF CTL . Let SNF CTL ðGÞ be a set of SNF CTL clauses obtained for some ECTL þ formula G with n existential path quantifiers. As we will see (section 5), at some stage of the transformation of G into SNF CTL ðGÞ we associate every k 2 1 . . . n with a unique index ind k 2 IND and label each E step clause with the unique ind k and each E sometime clause with the unique LCðind k Þ (which can be justified by Proposition 4).
The underlying models of SNF CTL similar to ECTL þ are countable ! trees and we obtain the SNF CTL semantics from the semantics of ECTL þ (section 2) by preserving items s1Ys7, and p3Yp4. The natural intuition here is that the initial clauses provide starting conditions while step and sometime clauses constrain the future behaviour. An initial SNF CTL clause, start ) F, is understood as B F is satisfied at the initial state of some model M.'' Any other SNF CTL clause is interpreted taking also into account that it occurs in the scope of A j j associated with LCðindÞ. This corresponds to the following understanding of E} formulae based upon the equivalence (11)
Thus, given E}p and recursively applying (15) we derive that either p is satisfied at s i or, alternatively, there is a successor of s i , say s j , which satisfies E}p. Now, again, either s j satisfies p or it has a successor, say s k , which satisfies E}p, etc. In the canonical model we are additionally assured that s j is an ind-th successor of s i , s k is an ind-th successor of s j , etc, and thus the state satisfying p at which we eventually arrive can be reached from s i on a linear path which is a limit closure of ind.
Transformation of ECTL + formulae into SNF CTL
In this section we first describe the algorithm to transform ECTL þ formulae into SNF CTL , then we present rules involved into various stages of the algorithm, and, finally, give an example transformation.
Algorithm to transform ECTL þ formulae into SNF CTL
As SNF CTL is a part of the resolution technique, to check validity of an ECTL þ formula G, we first negate the latter, translate :G into its Negation Normal Form deriving NNF ECTL ð:GÞ and simplify the latter. Let C be the result of these transformations. We introduce the transformation procedure ( ¼ ½( 2 ½( 1 ½C applied to C, where ( 1 and ( 2 are described, respectively, by the steps 1Y2 and 3Y10 below.
(1) Anchor C to start and rename C by a new proposition, say, x 0 obtaining
Apply equivalences (5) and procedure Red (see Definition 2) to C. Thus, we derive a set of constraints of the following structure
where P j is a proposition, Q j is either a purely classical formula or if Q j contains a path quantifier then the degree of nesting of path quantifiers in Q j is 1.
Let us call a formula G in pre-clause form if ( 1 ½G ¼ G i.e., it is of the form P j ) Q j where P j is a literal, conjunction of literals, or start, Q j is a purely classical formula or any of PTC j ; P} j j
. .^TC j n Þ; PðTC j 1 _ . . . _ TC j m Þ (for some n; m U 1) and C j ; C j 1 ; . . . are purely classical formulae.
(3) For every pre-clause P j ) Q j : (3.1) If Q j is an ECTL þ formula but not a CTL þ formula then do the following: (3.
contain any fairness constraint then (as it is a CTL þ formula) apply the procedure to transform CTL þ into CTL (see section 3).
(4) At this stage, renaming state subformulae (which are expressed by basic CTL modalities) on the right hand-sides of the constraints derived at step 3 we obtain the structure required for a pre-clause.
(5) For every pre-clause P j ) Q j , by continuous renaming of the embedded classical subformulae by auxiliary propositions together with some classical transformations we obtain the following conditions.
Y If Q j contains a basic CTL modality then Y If Q j ¼ PTC j and PT is not P then C j is a literal, else C j is a purely classical formula.
(8) Transform pre-clauses containing Eð 1^. . .^ n Þ or Að 1 _ . . . _ m Þ (of the structure obtained at step (5)).
(9) Remove all unwanted basic CTL modalities.
(10) Derive the desired form of SNF CTL clauses. At this final stage we transform preclauses P j ) Q j , where Q j is either P C j or a purely classical formula: for every pre-clause P j ) P C j , we obtain the structure where P applies either to a literal or to disjunction of literals. This can be achieved, again, by renaming of the embedded classical subformulae, translating C 0 j into conjunctive normal form (CNF), and distributing P over conjunction, together with some classical transformations. Further, for every remaining purely classical pre-clause P j ) Q j , we apply a number of procedures including those that are used in classical logic in transforming formulae to CNF, some simplifications and the introduction of a temporal context.
Transformation rules towards SNF CTL
In the presentation below we omit the outer F A j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À _ connective that surrounds the conjunction of formulae and, for convenience, consider a set of formulae rather than the conjunction.
Simplification rules. Several classical simplification rules are used at different stages of the transformation procedure.
To simplify formulae with false or true constrained as arguments of a basic ECTL þ modality we use the following equivalences (below R is any ECTL þ formula).
ðR^trueÞ R ðR^falseÞ false ðR _ trueÞ true ðR _ falseÞ R ðR ) trueÞ true ðfalse ) RÞ false ð16Þ Also, in simplifying formulae we utilize the equivalences (6) and standard rules applied to Boolean connectives used to obtain CNF and DNF.
Next, for any ECTL þ formulae Q and S, we split conjuncts:
Further, if Q is embedded within P Q and is not of the form Q 1^Q2 , then, since Q is classical, we translate Q into CNF, applying the standard set of rules required for such transformations.
Alternatively, i.e., if Q is of the form Q 1^Q2 , then we distribute P over conjunction. Here we distinguish two cases, when is preceded by an A quantifier and by a E quantifier. In the first case the rule applies without any restrictions as follows.
However, in the second case, when is paired with the existential quantifier, we must follow our requirement on preserving labelling of E-formulae.
The fact that both conclusions of this rule are labelled by the same index will be useful in enabling the application of step resolution rules and also in searching for loops as a part of the temporal resolution method (section 8).
Next, we present a transformation rule for purely classical formulae.
Temporizing. Given a purely classical formula P ) Q, we introduce a temporal context applying a rule called Temporizing:
A particular case of the temporising rule applies to a purely classical expression with false as its consequent, for example, P ) false. Here temporizing gives us a set of formulae fstart ) :P _ false; true ) A ð:P _ falseÞg which can be further simplified to fstart ) :P; true ) A :Pg.
Renaming rule. Renaming applies at various stages of the transformation procedure. Since renaming involves replacing a subformula R within some complex formula F by a new proposition symbol, x, it must be accompanied by associating the truth values of x with the truth values of R in every model M. In branching-time framework, this link A. Bolotov and A. Basukoski / A clausal resolution method for branching-time logic ECTL þ between the truth values of x and R must be provided in every state along every path of the underlying model structure, i.e., A j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À ðx RÞ must hold. Note that in the standard case, in general, a complex formula R to be renamed can be embedded into F as its subformula under either positive or negative polarity. Therefore, in providing the required link between the renamed subformula and a new variable used for renaming, we must utilize the F _ operator. Below we give the inductive definition of polarity of the embedded ECTL þ formulae adapting here the standard definition.
Definition 12 (Polarity).
Y Let p be an atomic proposition. Observe, however, that, according to the transformation algorithm, a complex P-embedded subformula B, to which we apply the renaming operation, occurs on the right hand side of some formula R i ¼ ðA ) BÞ. Further, since the procedure NNF CTL has been already applied, this occurrence of B within R i is always positive. Therefore, to prevent the enlargement of the complexity of (, we can accompany the renaming by establishing the link between B and a new variable x used in renaming of B, by requiring A j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À ðx ) BÞ, rather than A j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À ðx BÞ, thus, not duplicating renamed subformulae. Now, the general rule for renaming of the embedded ECTL þ state subformulae is as follows:
where P is either a purely classical expression or start and PðRÞ is an ECTL þ formula with the designated state subformula R and PðR=xÞ means a result of replacing R by a new propositional symbol x in P.
Recall that after obtaining NNF CTL ð:GÞ for some input G, we simplify the latter and anchor the result, C, to start deriving start ) C. Next we rename C by some new proposition (initial renaming). In other cases we apply the renaming technique to reduce the nesting of P-embedded subformuale (as part of the procedure Red), to obtain arguments of basic ECTL þ modalities as literals (by renaming complex classical subformulae embedded within the scope of basic CTL modalities excluding P ), and, finally, we utilize renaming to manage embedded path subformulae.
Managing embedded path subformulae in ECTL + . We incorporate rules to rename purely path formulae embedded in ECTL þ fairness constraints from [3] . Let the number of indices in LIST_IND be nðn U 0Þ and let hind 1 i; . . . hind n i 2 IND be the constants occurring in these indices. If, however, for some index hindi 2 LIST_IND we do not have hLCðindÞi 2 LIST_IND then we upgrade LIST_IND by hLCðindÞi (in the formulation below n is the number of indices in LIST_IND and x; x 1 ; . . . ; x n are new propositions).
Renaming: E j j
Rules to remove basic CTL modalities. Removal rules are derived from the fixpoint characterization of basic CTL modalities (7)Y(14) (see also [6] ). In the formulation of these rules given below x is a new proposition:
Managing embedded Boolean combinations of path subformulae in ECTL + .
Recall that on step 8 of the transformation procedure we must further reduce formulae of the form Eð 1^. . .^ n Þ and Að 1 _ . . . _ m Þ. The corresponding rules are given below where ind 0 is LCðindÞ if the u i are not , and ind otherwise, and n is the number of indices in LIST_IND.
Eð 1^. . .^ n Þ ind case:
Next simplifying and temporising formulae 12 and 14 we obtain 16Y19 and 20Y23, respectively. Finally, we distribute A and E over in 13 and 15. 
16:
start ) :x _ y 12; Simp; Temp 17: start ) :x _ x 1 12; Simp; Temp 18: true ) A ð:x _ yÞ 12; Simp; Temp 19: true ) A ð:x _ x 1 Þ 12; Simp; Temp 20: start ) :z _ :p 14; Simp; Temp 21: start ) :z _ z 1 14; Simp; Temp 22: true ) A ð:
Correctness of the transformation of ECTL + formulae into SNF CTL
Here we provide the correctness argument for our transformation procedure. A significant part of this argument is either similar to the corresponding proofs given in [2, 3] for CTL and ECTL or extends these proofs for new cases of ECTL þ formulae. Therefore, we will only state such claims referring the reader to [2, 3] while we sketch here proofs for new techniques used for ECTL þ transformations. Note also that in our previous paper [3] we have not established the proof for the claim analogous to Lemma 3 (see below). Therefore, providing our argument in this paper, we not only show the desired correctness of the transformation procedure for ECTL þ but also bridge this gap for ECTL. Here we sketch the proof for the new core technique introduced in our transformation procedure. We will show that given ðyÞ A j j Again, we label the states of these paths based on the original interpretations from M such that each of them also satisfies P ) Eð 1 _ . . . _ m Þ hLCðind i Þi (for some i). We then proceed in the same way to take each state of the newly constructed paths and generate the n additional paths from each of them to derive the completed canonical model.
Our ultimate task is to show that for any state in the canonical model M 0 which satisfies P, every path emanating from it satisfies 1 _ . . . _ m . This will ensure that P ) Að 1 _ . . . _ m ÞÞ is satisfied at every state of M 0 , and, therefore, it is satisfied in the root of M 0 . Consider an arbitrarily chosen path 1 i of M 0 and a state s k 2 1 1 , see Figure 4 . By the construction of M 0 , every one of the n paths emanating from s k satisfies 1 _ . . . _ m . What is left is to show that Suf ð1 i ; s k Þ (which corresponds to the n þ 1 path emanating from s k ) also satisfies 1 _ . . . _ m . The latter follows from the labelling of the states of the path 1 i which is taken from one of the paths of M that satisfies one of the ( a 1 ; . . . ; a n ).
Complexity
Given an arbitrary formula, W, we present the maximum number of SNF CTL clauses, clausesð(ðA j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À ðWÞÞ, generated after applying the translation procedure, and also the maximum number of new propositions generated by the translation procedure given by propsð(ðA j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À ðWÞÞ. Our proofs follow the format of analogous proofs of the complexity for the linear-time case [14] .
We now define the length 0 len 0 of an ECTL þ formula. In the following formulae P refers to either of A or E quantifiers, l is a literal, n is the number of existential 7.1. Number of clauses generated Theorem 2 (New SNF CTL clauses). For any proposition symbol x and ECTLþ formula W, the maximum number of SNF CTL clauses generated from the translation of (½A j j
The temporal resolution method
Having provided the translation of ECTL þ formulae into SNF CTL , we represent all temporal statements within ECTL þ as sets of clauses. Now, in order to achieve a refutation, we incorporate two types of resolution rules already defined in [2, 6] : step resolution (SRES) and temporal resolution (TRES).
Step resolution rules.
Step resolution is used between formulae that refer to the same initial moment of time or same next moment along some or all paths. In the formulation of the SRES rules below l is a literal and C and D are disjunctions of literals. When an empty constraint is generated on the right hand side of the conclusion of the resolution rule, we introduce a constant false to indicate this situation and, for example, the conclusion of the SRES 1 rule, when resolving start ) l and start ) :l, will be start ) false, which is the terminating clause.
Temporal resolution rules. In the rules below l is a literal and the first premises in the TRES rules abbreviate the A and E loops in l ( [5] ), i.e., the situation where, given that P is satisfied at some point of time, l occurs always from that point on all or some path, respectively.
TRES 1 TRES 2
P ) A A j j formulae 9 and 26: A A j j ÀÀ À À ÀÀ À À À À :z given that condition x 1 is satisfied. Thus, we can apply TRES 2 to resolve this loop and 13 deriving 27. Then we remove E W from the latter (on step 28, where w is a new variable, we use only one of its conclusions). Applying simplification and temporising to 28 we obtain 29. The desired terminating clause start ) false is deduced by applying SRES 1 to steps 1, 15 and 23.
27:
x ) Eð:x 1 W zÞ hLCðfÞi 9; 26; 13 TRES 2 28:
x ) z _ :x 1^w 27 E W Removal 29: start ) :x _ z _ :x 1 28 SIMP; TEMP 30: start ) false 1; 15; 23 SRES 1
Conclusions and future work
We have described the extension of the clausal resolution method to the useful branching-time logic ECTL þ . Here we have followed our general idea to expand the applicability of the clausal resolution technique originally developed for linear-time temporal logic [13] , and further extended to branching-time temporal logics CTL and ECTL [2, 3, 6] . This extension enables us to invoke a variety of well-developed methods and refinements used in the resolution framework for classical logic (see, for example, [1] ). The algorithm to search for loops needed for temporal resolution has been introduced in [5] . With the proof that SNF CTL can be served as the normal form for ECTL þ , the algorithm becomes fully functional for the latter. Another contribution of this paper is providing the complexity analysis of the transformation of ECTL þ formulae into SNF CTL , namely, we have now shown that the complexity of the transformation procedure is polynomial in the length of the original ECTL þ formula. Our results have brought us one step closer to the final stage of our long-term project Y to define a clausal resolution method for CTL ? . Among other obvious tasks are to refine the presented method and to analyse the complexity of the resolution method in whole which would enable the development of the corresponding prototype systems.
